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  Longevity Diet Valter Longo,2018-01-31 The
internationally renowned, clinically tested,
revolutionary diet program to lose weight, fight
disease, and live a longer, healthier life. Can
what you eat determine how long, and how well, you
live? The clinically proven answer is yes, and The
Longevity Diet is easier to follow than you'd
think. The culmination of 25 years of research on
ageing, nutrition, and disease across the globe,
this unique combination of an everyday diet and
fasting-mimicking diet (FMD) to be done only 3-4
times per year lays out a simple solution to
living to a healthy old age through nutrition. FMD
does away with the misery and starvation most of
us experience while fasting and helps you reap all
the beneficial health effects of a restrictive
diet while avoiding the negative stressors, like
low energy and sleeplessness. Valter Longo,
Director of the Longevity Institute at USC and the
Program on Longevity and Cancer at IFOM in Milan,
developed THE FMD after making a series of
remarkable discoveries in mice and humans
indicating that specific diets can activate stem
cells and promote regeneration and rejuvenation in
multiple organs to reduce the risk for diabetes,
cancer, Alzheimer's and heart disease. Longo's
simple pescatarian daily eating plan and the
periodic, fasting-mimicking techniques can both
yield impressive results. Low in proteins and
sugars and rich in healthy fats and plant-based
foods, The Longevity Diet is clinically proven to
help you: Lose weight and reduce abdominal fat
Make simple changes which can extend the healthy
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lifespan Prevent age-related muscle and bone loss
Build your resistance to diabetes, cardiovascular
disease, Alzheimer's and cancer Longo's healthy,
life span-extending plan is based on an easy-to-
adopt pescatarian plan along with the fasting-
mimicking diet 4 times a year, and just 5 days at
a time. The Longevity Diet is the key to living a
longer, healthier, and more fulfilled life.
  Robert Longo Robert Longo,2010 Catalog of an
exhibition of the same name, held at the Museum of
Modern and Contemporary Art of Nice, June 27-Dec.
20, 2009.
  What I Carry Jennifer Longo,2021-01-26 A deeply
touching story about survival, hope, and love. --
Kathleen Glasgow, New York Times bestselling
author A powerful and heartwarming look at a teen
girl about to age out of the foster care system.
Growing up in foster care, Muir has lived in many
houses. And if she's learned one thing, it is to
Pack. Light. Carry only what fits in a suitcase.
Toothbrush? Yes. Socks? Yes. Emotional attachment
to friends? foster families? a boyfriend? Nope!
There's no room for any additional baggage. Muir
has just one year left before she ages out of the
system. One year before she's free. One year to
avoid anything--or anyone--that could get in her
way. Then she meets Francine. And Kira. And Sean.
And everything changes.
  The Last Man Standing Davide Longo,2013-10-01 GQ
(Italy) called Davide Longo, the most talented and
intense Italian novelist of his generation. In
this dystopian, post-apocalyptic literary novel,
Italy is on the brink of collapse: borders are
closed, banks are refusing to distribute money to
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their clients, the postal service is shuttered,
and food supplies are running short. Armed gangs
of drug-fueled youth rampage through the
countryside as the nation descends into chaos.
Leonardo was once a famous writer and professor
before a sex scandal ended his marriage and his
career. With society collapsing around them, his
ex-wife leaves their daughter and son in his care
as she sets off in search of her new husband, who
is missing. Ultimately, Leonardo is forced to
evacuate and take his children to safety, but to
do so he will have to summon a quality he has
never exhibited before: courage.
  The Longevity Diet Valter Longo,2018-02-08 Live
healthier for longer with the international
bestselling guide that will change your life 'The
diet that holds the key to staying young . . . Dr
Valter Longo is now considered one of the most
influential voices in the 'fasting movement' The
Times 'Dr Valter Longo is one of the real
scientific pioneers when it comes to researching
the impact of food on health' Dr Michael Mosley,
bestselling author of The Fast Diet and The Clever
Guts Diet ________ This is the clinically tested,
revolutionary and straightforward diet to help you
slow-down ageing, fight disease and lose weight.
Following 30 years of research, Professor Valter
Longo - a biochemist and one of the world's
leading researchers into ageing - discovered that
the secret of longevity lies in cellular
regeneration triggered by a special diet. And that
by adhering to his fasting-mimicking diet, we can
heal ourselves through food. The Longevity Diet
will guide you through the process with: · An
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easy-to-adopt lifetime plan · Fasting-mimicking
diet 3-4 times a year, just 5 days at a time · 30
easy and delicious recipes based on Longo's 'Five
Pillars of Longevity' In this lifelong, health-
boosting plan, you will feel the benefits of
fasting without the hunger and live a longer,
healthier and more fulfilled life. And you'll get
to try easy, plant-and-fish based recipes . . . ·
Great for the heart and rich in antioxidants:
black rice with courgette and shrimp · For a good
source of iron, snack on dark chocolate and
yoghurt · For dessert try tangy dried cranberries
and walnuts ________ Make simple changes that can
extend your healthy lifespan * Prevent age-related
muscle and bone loss * Build your resistance to
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer's and
cancer * Maintain your ideal weight and reduce
abdominal fat
  Robert Longo Talking about the Sword of the Pig
Robert Longo,1985 Publication of the a transcript
of an interview between Robert Longo and Richard
Francis regarding the Tate Gallery's acquisition,
via the Patrons of New Art, of Longo's painting
'The Sword of the Pig, 1983.
  Up to This Pointe Jennifer Longo,2016-01-19
Harper had a plan. It went south. Hand this
utterly unique contemporary YA to anyone who loves
ballet or is a little too wrapped up in their Plan
A. (It's okay to fail, people!) Harper Scott is a
dancer. She and her best friend, Kate, have one
goal: becoming professional ballerinas. And Harper
won’t let anything—or anyone—get in the way of The
Plan, not even the boy she and Kate are both drawn
to. Harper is a Scott. She’s related to Robert
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Falcon Scott, the explorer who died racing
Amundsen and Shackleton to the South Pole.
Amundsen won because he had a plan, and Harper has
always followed his model. So when Harper’s life
takes an unexpected turn, she finagles (read:
lies) her way to the icy dark of McMurdo Station .
. . in Antarctica. Extreme, but somehow
fitting—apparently she has always been in the
dark, dancing on ice this whole time. And no one
warned her. Not her family, not her best friend,
not even the boy who has somehow found a way into
her heart. It will take a visit from Shackleton's
ghost--the explorer who didn't make it to the
South Pole, but who got all of his men out alive--
to teach Harper that success isn't always what's
important, sometimes it's more important to learn
how to fail successfully. A Kids' Indie Next List
Selection Longo makes Harper a standout character
of fire, commitment, and sass. —The Bulletin,
Starred Review A stunning love letter to ballet
and San Francisco, Jennifer Longo's (Six Feet Over
It) quirky sophomore novel, Up to This Pointe, is
the perfect meld of adorable and heart-wrenching.
—Shelf Awareness, Starred Review One of the most
breathtaking explorations of navigating heartbreak
that I've ever read. This is one for the ages.
—Martha Brockenbrough, author of The Game of Love
and Death Longo's book brings the reader
intimately into Harper's heartbreak and healing in
a way that will speak to readers of all ages.
—Anna Eklund, University Book Store, Seattle, WA
Incisively written. Longo makes it easy to
commiserate with Harper as she tries to move past
disappointment and envision a new path forward.
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—Publishers Weekly A moving love letter to dance,
dreams, and San Francisco. —Kirkus Reviews Harper
is a well-developed, relatable character. Her
inner monologue is witty and dominates most of the
novel, giving a unique perspective. . . . A
recommended read for determined teens with an
interest in following and exploring their dreams.
—School Library Journal Harper’s temporary
Antarctic life is evoked with as much vivid,
fascinating detail as her 'second home,' the
ballet studio. . . . An affecting, memorable
examination of disappointment and loss. —The Horn
Book Review Longo's fabulous depiction of McMurdo
and the winter residents captures the beauty,
humor, and danger of such an isolated existence.
An adventure story with lots of heart. —Booklist
  Six Feet Over It Jennifer Longo,2016-01-12 This
unforgettable new voice in contemporary YA is
perfect for fans of John Green, Libba Bray, and
Jennifer Niven. “Like nothing you’ve read before.”
—Bustle.com No one is more surprised than Leigh
when her father buys a graveyard. Less shocking is
the fact that he’s too lazy to look farther than
the dinner table for employees. Working the
literal graveyard shift, she becomes great at
predicting headstone choice (mostly granite) and
taking notes with one hand while offering Kleenex
with the other. Sarcastic and smart, Leigh should
be able to quit this stupid after-school job. But
her world’s been turned upside down by the sudden
loss of her best friend and the appearance of
Dario, the slightly-too-old-for-her gravedigger.
Can Leigh move on, if moving on means it’s time to
get a life? Funny and heart-wrenchingly beautiful,
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Jennifer Longo’s YA debut about a girl surrounded
by death will change the way you look at
friendship, love, and life. More Praise for Six
Feet Over It: A Washington State Book Award
Finalist A VOYA Perfect Tens 2014 Pick An Indies
Introduce New Voices Pick “Equal parts poignant
and humorous. . . . Superb.” —Kirkus Reviews,
Starred “A vibrant voice. . . . Readers will
rejoice.” —The Bulletin, Starred “A unique book
for unique teens.” —Booklist “Darkly funny and
deeply moving. An original, memorable voice.”
—Jennifer L. Holm, New York Times bestselling
author “A wildly funny coming-of-age story about
life, love, death, and everything in between.”
—Sarah McCarry, author of All Our Pretty Songs
“Terrific. Longo had me at ‘graveyard’ and then
dug me in deeper with wit, dark humor, and
splendid characters.” —Lisa Brown, New York Times
bestselling author “A strong heroine,
multicultural cast, and eclectic contemporary
setting make Longo’s story stand out.” —Publishers
Weekly “Stands out for its unusual setting and
also the sarcasm and caustic humor of its
protagonist.” —The Horn Book Review “Hilarious,
clever, and poignant.” —SLJ
  Italians of Northeastern Pennsylvania Stephanie
Longo,2004 Pictorial history of the Italian
community of northeastern Pennsylvania, one of the
region's largest and most visible ethnic groups;
covers the immigration experience and offers a
glimpse into the lives of today's Italian-
Americans of northeastern Pennsylvania.
  Dust & Grooves Eilon Paz,2015-09-15 A
photographic look into the world of vinyl record
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collectors—including Questlove—in the most
intimate of environments—their record rooms.
Compelling photographic essays from photographer
Eilon Paz are paired with in-depth and insightful
interviews to illustrate what motivates these
collectors to keep digging for more records. The
reader gets an up close and personal look at a
variety of well-known vinyl champions, including
Gilles Peterson and King Britt, as well as a
glimpse into the collections of known and unknown
DJs, producers, record dealers, and everyday
enthusiasts. Driven by his love for vinyl records,
Paz takes us on a five-year journey unearthing the
very soul of the vinyl community.
  Ten Andrej Longo,2013-05-02 The Mafia and the
Ten Commandments meet in these interlinked short
stories about the undebelly of Naples. Ten
uncovers the raw heart of a city, telling the
stories of ordinary people forced to make
extraordinary compromises in a place permeated by
crime. We encounter a son who finds that he is
capable of a terrible act when faced with his
mother’s suffering 'because someone had to do it';
a girl whose only outlet for the horrors of an
adult’s abuse is to confide in a stuffed toy; an
ancient nightclub singer whose ambition has led
him to become a drug tester for a Mafia boss; and
Ray-Ban who, during a night of mayhem with his
friends, manages to steal the wrong car and pays
dearly for it. Each comes to life with painful
precision in the hands of Andrej Longo – their
fears, regrets, energy and grace. In direct and
sometimes brutally raw prose, he conjures a
searing new vision of Naples. With the lightest of
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brush strokes, Longo builds a vivid portrait of a
city, its people, and their dreams of escape.
  Nastiest Sudoku Book Ever F. Longo,2012-04 Only
diehards need apply These incredibly difficult
sudoku are made to challenge even the most expert
solver...and strain their brains to bursting. Each
puzzle requires upper-level strategies that have
been honed to perfection from regular practice.
Designed by powerhouse sudoku creator Frank Longo,
they'll have dedicated fans tearing their hair
out-and loving every moment. This is a bind-up of
books 2, 3, and 4 our four-part Absolutely Nasty
sudoku series.
  Vincent Longo Vincent Longo,1995
  Longo, Vincent, 1923-. ,19??
  Relationshifting Angela Longo,2012-10 Our lives
are supposed to be resplendent, radiant, and
glorious. Instead, what most of us experience is a
life filled with struggle, conflict, and illness.
Relationshifting creates a bridge to a new life
based upon Dr. Angela Longo's more than forty
years of clinical experience. Dr. Longo offers an
overview of the eight bottom lines, which she
defines as the eight major ways in which we block
the flow of positive energy into our lives. She
explains how to shift that energy to resplendent
living by relationshifting through quantum
resplendency-a quantum way of living. The
Relationshifting workbook includes explanations
and exercises using the following tools: -
Heartwaving is an easy-to-use technique used to
shift old, unproductive patterns to resplendency.
-Bathwaves are Longo's self-created energy
patterns based upon her beliefs, attitudes,
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thoughts, habits, words, actions, values, and
emotions. -Love Letters are messages she sends to
herself to guide her to living resplendency. -
Triunity shows her she is actually three beings in
one-promoting understanding of her larger persona.
-Eternalbeing indicates the larger, unique purpose
of her life. -Muscle testing helps to assess her
perceptions and patterns. -Shifting the Eight
Bottom Lines, the eight judgments that keep her
from changing her Bathwaves to living
resplendency. Relationshifting demonstrates the
fact that when you are living in the resplendent
way, life is EEEZY-an eternal, emergent,
entanglement as a zestful you.
  Robert Longo Robert Longo,1984
  The Politics of Borders Matthew Longo,2018
Borders are changing in response to terrorism and
immigration. This book shows why this matters,
especially for sovereignty, individual liberty,
and citizenship.
  Edmund Berkeley and the Social Responsibility of
Computer Professionals Bernadette Longo,2015-09-01
Edmund C. Berkeley (1909 – 1988) was a
mathematician, insurance actuary, inventor,
publisher, and a founder of the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM). His book Giant Brains
or Machines That Think (1949) was the first
explanation of computers for a general readership.
His journal Computers and Automation (1951-1973)
was the first journal for computer professionals.
In the 1950s, Berkeley developed mail-order kits
for small, personal computers such as Simple Simon
and the Braniac. In an era when computer
development was on a scale barely affordable by
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universities or government agencies, Berkeley took
a different approach and sold simple computer kits
to average Americans. He believed that digital
computers, using mechanized reasoning based on
symbolic logic, could help people make more
rational decisions. The result of this improved
reasoning would be better social conditions and
fewer large-scale wars. Although Berkeley’s
populist notions of computer development in the
public interest did not prevail, the events of his
life exemplify the human side of ongoing debates
concerning the social responsibility of computer
professionals. This biography of Edmund Berkeley,
based on primary sources gathered over 15 years of
archival research, provides a lens to understand
social and political decisions surrounding early
computer development, and the consequences of
these decisions in our 21st century lives.
  Robert Longo Robert Longo,Andrew Durbin,2017
This catalogue focuses on Robert Longo's recent
series of charcoal drawings of well-known Abstract
Expressionist paintings. Rendered in charcoal, the
original paintings are immediately recognizable,
but it is the overlooked or imperceptible details
of the complex surface, the tactility of the
paint, the brushstrokes and the pattern of the
canvas that Longo has made visible in his
translation from color to black-and-white, paint
to charcoal. Exploring his ambivalence toward
painting, Longo's drawings address the historical
magnitude of Abstract Expressionism in art
historical and cultural contexts.Along with the
Abstract Expressionist drawings, the book includes
Longo's enormous seven-panel drawing of the U.S.
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Capitol building and a 17-foot high black wax
surfaced sculpture of an American flag that
appears to collapse into or fall through the
floor.
  The Lawmen of Cherryville Anthony
Longo,2005-06-17 A strange and puzzling incident,
regarded as a high school prank, presents an
unusual dilemma for Mayor Barnes and the small
restful town of Cherryville. One morning the town
awakens to find that their address numbers are
mysteriously missing. Every single one of them,
gone; taken from private homes, shops, boutiques,
city buildings and industrial complexes and for no
apparent reason. Normally this kind of theft would
be handled by the local law agency, Sheriff Sam
and Deputy Basil. However, at a Town Hall Meeting,
a meeting called to sooth the nerves of a rattled
community, Sheriff Sam becomes extremely
frustrated over a number of things; the Mayor's
pettiness over jurisdictional responsibilities and
the constant carping of the town-hall people. Sam
resigns his post as does his trusted Deputy,
Basil. Enter Max and Andy, two high school
students on summer break, who offer their services
to a very reluctant Mayor. Given the opportunity,
the two eager temporary lawmen soon discover that
the house number theft was not a mere prank but
the prelude to a more sinister and complex case;
one involving a fifty year old gem theft,
infidelity, deceit, and an apparent murder. Their
odyssey begins when they investigate the strange
and eerie noises emanating from a house referred
to by the local community as haunted. The house
was abandoned, and then totally neglected, after
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the old eccentric owner was apparently kidnapped
and never heard from again. However, once inside
the house Max and Andy are startled when they hear
creaking sounds coming from a room directly above
them. There are no footprints or smudge marks on
the dusty floor below, so Max asks the obvious How
did they get up there. Despite Max's fear, which
was bordering on panic, Andy's stubborn curiosity
convinces Max to pursue their dangerous voyage up
the stairs, to the second floor. And although they
pay dearly for their journey they do come away
with a few pieces to an ever widening puzzle. The
puzzle which was eventually pieced together by the
young sleuths established why the address plaques
were stolen. They also uncovered a murder, made to
look like suicide, and developed an insight into a
fifty year old jewel theft and the mystery of the
haunted house.
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